Transforming Organisations.

As businesses face unprecedented change and
seek new opportunities, success depends on
having the right kind of leadership.

What’s Inside
Rising to the Challenge
The Blanchard Advantage
Transformative Leadership Solutions
• Leading Self
• Leading Others
Delivery Options Built for You
Digital and Virtual Learning Experiences
• Online Programs and Micro-learning
• Blended Digital Learning Journeys
• Collaborative Online Experiences
• Reinforcement and Sustainment
• Key Technology Partnerships
Leadership Consulting and Services

Blanchard NZ and The Ken Blanchard Companies® provide world-class management training,
consulting, and coaching to support learning that empowers leaders at all levels to create
cultures of connection, and inspiring talent to deliver extraordinary results. With the events of
2020 changing the way we work, creating connections has become even more critical. In
response, we’ve risen to the challenge with innovative ways to develop your leaders.

Ready to Get Started?
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Rising to the Challenge
We are all experiencing a time of tremendous
disruption. Here are the most common challenges
facing our clients:
L: eading Remotely Is Difficult
Managing Change Requires
Some 40% of leaders lack the confidence
to manage their remote teams.¹ That’s not
surprising: most never received any training
for what is being asked of them.
What would it look like if your leaders were
even more connected and engaged with
their employees?

Miscommunication Drains
Productivity

Trust and authenticity fuel productive
communications. But rising tensions and
stress cause people to withdraw from true
dialogue or try to dominate it. The
consequences are costly: Some 77%
of employees say poor communication
hinders their company’s ability to
compete.²

Agility

The year 2020 has been a time of great
upheaval. Organisations are being called
upon to reimagine the way they do
business, care for their employees, grow,
and more.
What are the possibilities if your teams
were more connected and nimble when
navigating change?

Anxiety Fuels Fatigue

We’re all feeling the pressure today, so your
employees need their leaders to be more
effective than ever before.
How well are your leaders able to adapt for
their people, providing clear direction and
support, and offering comfort and calmness
in this tumultuous time?

What would it mean to you if conversations
were more authentic across the entire
organisation?

When your leaders create a culture of trust, transparency, and
teamwork, your company transcends challenges and flourishes
1 Harvard Business Review, Remote Managers Are Having Trust Issues, 2020.
2 Dynamic Signal, The Cost of Poor Employee Communication, 2018.
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The Blanchard Advantage

Enabling leaders to build deeper relationships—with
their people, work, and company — making every day
more inspiring, motivating, and meaningful for all.
Proven Content That Has Never Been More Relevant

All of our solutions are based on rigorous academic research and have been tested in
thousands of workshops, and refined to meet the needs of today’s leaders. You can be
confident they can transform your learners.

Simple and Powerful Proven Models That Work

Easy to learn, remember, apply, and share. Our models are easy to learn, remember, and
put into practice. That’s no surprise. Industry-leading researchers created them.

Learning That Drives Application

Our solutions help clients pivot and turn learning events into experiences that unfold over
time. They’re memorable, multi-modal, and personalised, and they engage learners.
Additionally, we deliver them in the format you want.

Experiences That Create Outcomes You Need

Let’s create a passionate, productive workforce. No matter your needs, we can help you
build a framework that achieves all of your goals.

Coaching To Support Learning For Sustained Impact

Our expert leadership facilitators provide the accountability and support that reinforce
learning and encourage the application of new skills on the job, creating measurable
impact and sustainable change.
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Transformative Leadership Solutions

Blanchard’s comprehensive suite of leadership solutions empowers leaders
at all levels to create cultures of connection, inspiring talent to deliver
extraordinary results.
Our Approach
Blanchard learning journeys, workshops, online courses,
coaching to support learning, and other services are built
on a flexible architecture. And we’re serving up learning
sustainment reinforcement with delivery modalities that
leverage state-of-the-art technologies.

Relevant

Relevant

Our content is time tested and produces proven results.

Nimble
Our interactive digital offerings let you deliver content the
way your people want it and when they need it.

Measured

Nimble
Flexible
Architecture

Reinforced
Our facilitation and coaching to support learning helps
the learning to stick. be applied on the job, and make a
difference to both individuals and the organisation.

Sustained
Our journey-based approach paired with a variety of
innovative post-program strategies create habits that
make the difference.

Sustained

Reinforced

Measured
From the start, we create outcome-based learning
experiences against a measurement backdrop.
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Leading Self
Developing self leaders who take responsibility for their
success and getting results in today’s environment.
Self Leadership

Empower your employees to make greater contributions to your organisation. The program
teaches learners how to challenge their assumed constraints, figure out what they need to
succeed, and proactively ask for it. It finishes with them mapping their sources of power at
work. These skillsets, mindsets, and toolsets are the foundation for a culture of innovation.

Collaborative Online Option (For Large-Scale Delivery)

This is a six-week online learning experience, in which learners map their journeys on
a state-of-the-art platform that inspires interaction. They start the course by
challenging assumed constraints and finish it by charting a new course at work.

Adapting to Change

The unrelenting pace and complexity of change today requires agility and replacing changeresistant reactions with a new mindset. Adapting to Change helps people understand why
they often resist change and how to mindfully marshal their courage, curiosity, and
resilience to adapt to changes they face.

Building Trust

Trust in the workplace is a prerequisite for success, so when it’s missing, there’s little
collaboration and lots of suspicion. Building Trust teaches how to cultivate trust and repair it
when it’s been compromised. Using the Elements of Trust Model, learners discover how to
inspire engagement and commitment.

Communication Essentials

The art of listening and dialoguing are the building blocks for inclusive leadership and
conversations. Communication Essentials Online teaches your employees the keys to really
listening to others, asking thoughtful and open questions, staying positive, and sharing their
truth in a helpful manner.
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Conversational Capacity®

Organisations move at the speed at which people communicate effectively and solve
problems collaboratively. That can get tricky when the pressure is on or when people have
different opinions. We teach people how to balance candor and curiosity to get the greatest
benefit out of the most challenging conversations.

High Performance Habits®

Learn powerful strategies and daily practices for improving all-around performance in this
online course from best-selling author Brendon Burchard. Based on extensive research, this
course dives into the six habits that help people live with intention and reach their
potential. (Not Available in NZ)

Legendary Service®

Keep your clients coming back by building a culture that delivers stellar customer service.
Legendary Service teaches your people how to create a personal service vision, take
initiative, resolve problems, and ask for what they need to serve their customers better.

Teaming and Collaboration

With employees spending the majority of their time working in teams, understanding how
to make them successful is essential for the future of your business. This teaches learners
how to diagnose their team’s stage of development and act in a way that contributes to its
performance.

Leader of Self - Completed digitally as a combination of self-paced activities

and moderated events, Leader of Self teaches people the concepts of Self Leadership,
Communication Essentials, and Building Trust. The Leader of Self Learning Journey
can be spaced out and completed on a modular structure to suit the organisation and
the individual. The result is accelerated employee development, improved
performance, and greater autonomy.

Modular Approach - From the solutions listed, individual training workshops can

be selected and delivered to best meet individual and organisational development needs at
any given time. The training modules outlined for Leading Self can be delivered face-toface and virtually. For larger organisations with in-house trainers, facilitation materials are
available to support trainers to deliver the training workshops in a more economical and
convenient way.
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Leading Others
Provide the right leadership skills to inspire leaders who
instill trust, transparency, and teamwork in your
organisation.
SLII®

The world’s most-taught leadership framework, SLII® teaches managers how to unleash
the potential of their direct reports by leading situationally: giving the right support and
right direction at the right time. This enables employees to develop faster, succeed more,
and reach their full potential. It also gives managers a common leadership language.

Blanchard Management Essentials®

Help your new managers develop the skills they need to step confidently into their new
roles with Blanchard Management Essentials. Based on one of Ken Blanchard’s best-selling
business books, The New One Minute Manager®, the course covers the foundational skills
that generate positive communications, improve morale, and increase productivity.

Coaching Essentials®

The ability to coach is one of the things that separates great leaders from the rest.
Coaching Essentials teaches managers the four key skills needed for effective coaching
and provides opportunities for practice. When managers can coach effectively, their direct
reports are more productive, loyal, and engaged.

Leading People Through Change®

Change initiatives are notoriously challenging. Leading People Through Change takes a
unique and proven approach: It teaches a high-involvement, collaborative solution that
invites all parties into the change process. This inclusive method draws on research and our
30+ years of practical experience in the field.
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Leading Virtually™

Leading Virtually is a highly engaging solution that focuses on three key practices proven
to boost manager effectiveness in a virtual environment: Be Present and Mindful, Foster
Community, and Accelerate Performance and Development.

Team Leadership

Teams frequently fail to accomplish goals because of a lack of shared purpose, unclear
goals and roles, and ineffective leadership. Team Leadership teaches team leaders how all
teams develop and how to provide clarity, manage conflict, and build trust to break
through barriers and sustain high-performance teams.

Leader of Others (Digital Learning Journey for large scale
delivery) - Looking for a pre-packaged, curated experience in a flexible
format? Try our new online Leader of Others course. Through self-paced activities
and live moderated events, leaders learn the concepts of SLII and Building Trust,
and explore other curated content. This accelerates employee development,
improves performance, and fosters autonomy.
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Delivery Options Built for You
Implementation and delivery methods for modern
learning experiences.

Learning Journeys

Training for Trainers

Live Virtual and Onsite
Training

Interactive Keynotes

Your workforce groups have different
learning needs. That’s why we work with
you to identify gaps and create engaging
tailored learning journeys — blending live,
virtual, and digital content that’s
meaningful and inspiring.

Our network of facilitators allows us to
deliver informative, inspiring, and
engaging virtual or face-to-face training
programs to enable learners to practice
new skills in a safe setting.

Digital Learning

Our online learning options include selfpaced courseware and journeys on
role-specific topics. Live debriefs and
connections with Blanchard experts and
other collaborative online experiences
reinforce key learnings.

Custom Design

Our Training for Trainers sessions let you
learn and practice Blanchard’s solutions so
you and your team of facilitators can deliver
them in your organisation. They’re available
in interactive virtual formats and in-person
sessions.
Inspire your people with a live virtual
keynote hosted by one of our acclaimed
speakers and thought leaders. Reach
everyone at your organisation and plant the
seeds of change.

Open Enrollment Workshops
Public workshops are an ideal venue for
your teams to participate in our leadership
development solutions. They are also a
convenient way to preview a program.

Enterprise Licensing

Gain full access to Blanchard’s digital
library collection with an annual license.
This lets you incorporate content into your
leadership development strategy for leaders
at all levels.

For very large organisations, we can
customise our programs to meet your
business needs. Options include redesign,
customising training materials, and
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Digital and Virtual Learning
Experiences
Elevate the digital relationship between your
organisation and your employees.
Today’s learners expect instantaneous access to information and learning available on
demand to address their needs. Blanchard offers a variety of e-learning programs, digital
learning journeys, and just-in-time tools that allow you to deliver our world-class leadership
training in a flexible, scalable, self-paced format.

Modularised Learning

Micro-learning and practical tools for immediate use

Self-Guided Flexibility

Work learning into busy schedules

Self-Assessments Built In

Ensures learners discover, reflect, and refine

Learn and Try It Out

Learn a little, then try it at work

Collaborative

Everyone learns from each other during live weekly debriefs

Curated Resources

Playlists provide essential knowledge in the moment of need
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Online Programs and
Micro-learning
Our world-class leadership training programs are available in
flexible, self-paced formats that allow participants to learn
and practice new skills as they have the time.
These experiences are powered by Blanchard’s awardwinning technology, which ensures seamless and engaging
experiences for large audiences, unlimited in size.
Designed in various lengths to support your learning goals:

Online Programs

1 to 3 hour long e-Learning courses that include multiple
modules

Online Overviews

35-minute eLearning summaries

Online Clicks

1- to 5-minute micro-learning videos, activities, and
downloadable tools
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Blended Digital Learning
Journeys
Our learning journeys are pre-packaged, six-week targeted
experiences that teach core leadership principles to leaders
at various levels, with live sessions woven into the
experience and opportunities for network building and peer
learning.
Choose from one of our pre-packaged learning journeys or
work with us to design your own.

Leader of Self

A blend of our Self Leadership, Communication Essentials,
and Building Trust training programs

ership
“The entire Self Lead
” moment
program was an “aha
yone on
for me. I wanted ever
h the
my team to go throug
only let us
program; it will not
completing
be more focused on
t it can
the task at hand, bu
relationship
also make our work
ram!”
better. Very nice prog
—Team Leader

Leader of Others
A blend of our SLII and Building Trust training programs

Collaborative Online
Experiences
A brilliant blend of asynchronous learning and sessions led
by Blanchard expert facilitators and moderators,
Collaborative Online Experiences allow participants to learn
from their colleagues and practice skills in a safe setting. A
state-of-the-art platform promotes interactivity. Connection
powers the experience and brings virtual learning to life.

Self Leadership Collaborative Online

An immersive, social, and applied experience of our Self
Leadership program
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Reinforcement and Sustainment
Learning doesn’t end when the class finishes. We designed our solutions with this in
mind, creating a variety of post-session tools that help learners turn workshop content
into new behaviors.

Debriefs

Our online programs include optional live debrief sessions that can be facilitated by a
Blanchard expert or a manager in between modules to bring peers together to discuss
learnings, share success stories, and practice and reinforce new skills.

Kenbot

Our chatbot helps learners apply and master leadership skills taught in SLII. It extends
and reinforces key content by:
• Providing quick access to common questions
• Linking to videos, worksheets, tools, and assessments
• Pushing reminders on key tasks
Powered by MobileCoach, Kenbot supports Microsoft Teams, Slack, Facebook, WebChat,
and other popular platforms. It works with any mobile device that can send and receive text
messages.

SLII® App

The SLII App allows managers to quickly diagnose the leadership needs for a specific task
and then access conversation guides so they can feel confident going into conversations
with team members.

Team Leadership App

The Team Leadership App is a handy way to help participants diagnose teams, learn what
their teams need, and identify the most helpful leader behaviors.
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Key Technology
Partnerships
Blanchard solutions are seamlessly integrated with popular
platforms. Here is a snapshot of some of our key partners.

Degreed

Blanchard’s full catalogue of digital assets and online
courses—including a free curated list of 280 podcasts,
articles, blogs, research, and videos—is available to
Degreed clients.

Circles

Blanchard uses Circles for group coaching sessions and
moderated debriefs during digital learning journeys as well
as for team assessments and team charters.

MindTickle

Blanchard leadership content and personalized,
prescriptive, and guided learning journeys are available on
demand on MindTickle. Content available includes SLII, Self
Leadership, Building Trust, Coaching Essentials, Team
Leadership, and Communication Essentials.

Jenson8

Blanchard is accelerating the performance of teams by
offering Apollo, the high-impact, multi-player VR simulation
that enhances team members’ creativity and productivity
and fosters greater self-awareness and satisfaction.

We have options for all our
digital offerings, which
can be hosted on the LMS
platform of your choice.
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Leadership Consulting and
Services

We can customise our programs and create a
solution to fit your needs.
We can help you:
Our team at Blanchard NZ complement our
award-winning curriculum, allowing us to
partner with you to co-create the perfect
experience for your scale, timeline,
technology needs, and budget.
We can create solutions that address
challenges unique to your company. Our
experts offer an array of services that will
help your organisation seize the future:

•

Co-create a learning experience that
meets your timeline, technology
needs, and budget

•

Develop à la carte options to
fill the gaps in your leadership
development curriculum

•

Create a leadership development
journey that unfolds over time and
incorporates Blanchard content,
your custom content, and content
from other providers

•

Deploy a new leadership
development experience on a
learning management system,
a learning experience platform,
or other innovative learning
technologies

•

Measure the level of impact of your
training by using our four methods

Talent Management Consulting
Learning Technology Strategies
Learner Experience Design
Executive Development
Culture Transformation
Leadership Development Strategy
Measurement and Evaluation
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Ready to Get
Started?
Schedule a Call with an Expert
Launch a Pilot
Enroll in a Workshop

Want to Learn More?
Visit
https://www.blanchard.co.nz/
and talk with one of our team

Blanchard New Zealand

Leadership is
something you
do with people,
not to people.
—Ken Blanchard
Cofounder, The Ken Blanchard Companies

Blanchard NZ is the sole licensee for NZ and
the Pacific Islands. Working with The Ken
Blanchard Companies, a global leader in
management training, consulting, and
coaching to support you here and globally.
For more than 35 years, Blanchard NZ has
been helping organisations develop inspired
leaders at all levels and create cultures of
connection that unleash talent and deliver
extraordinary results. Blanchard’s SLII®
powers inspired leaders and is the leadership
model of choice for more than 10,000
organisations worldwide. Blanchard also
offers a suite of other award-winning
leadership development solutions through
flexible delivery modalities to meet the
specific needs of its clients. Learn more at
www.blanchard.co.nz and
www.kenblanchard.com.
®

Global Headquarters
125 State Place
Escondido, CA 92029 USA
From anywhere: +1 760.489.5005
Within the US: 800.728.6000

kenblanchard.com

W: www.blanchard.co.nz
E: service@blanchard.co.nz

